BARACUDA® MX.8

Advanced suction pool cleaning robot

X-TREME CLEAN
Combat debris with the Baracuda® MX™ 8, the high-performance suction pool cleaning robot that cleans faster and more aggressively than any cleaner in its class. It utilizes Cyclonic Suction technology to capture maximum debris while maintaining cleaning power. The Baracuda MX 8 features X-Drive navigation intelligence for X-treme floor and wall cleaning. No more time wasted battling a filthy pool. Eliminate your call of duty and claim victory over debris.
FLOW CONTROL
Maintains proper flow through cleaner.

EASY-GRIP HANDLE
For easy removal and transport.

QUICK CONNECT
Enables quick secure attachment to cleaner head.

TWIST LOCKING HOSE
Provides simple connection and reduces vacuum loss.
X-Drive Technology
Optimal navigation intelligence for aggressive floor and wall cleaning

Flex Power Turbine
Ultra-efficient with maximum torque

X-Trax
Extreme maneuverability, even in tight corners

Cyclonic Suction
Wider cleaning path and largest debris consumption

The Baracuda® MX™8’s innovative cyclonic turbines help loosen and collect debris while adding superior suction power and maneuverability.

Easy to install and use. Connects to your pool skimmer or suction line in minutes. Includes quick-connect, twist locking hose.
ZODIAC®
Zodiac is the global leader in suction-side pool cleaning solutions. Pioneer of the revolutionary Baracuda® diaphragm technology, the company continues its solid commitment to quality and design ingenuity. Zodiac delivers unsurpassed reliability and value through its simple and innovative designs that make it the preferred brand of pool owners world-wide.

THE BARACUDA® MX 8 WORKS SEAMLESSLY WITH ALL ZODIAC PRODUCTS
The Zodiac AquaLink RS Control System manages our complete line of technologically advanced products. The Zodiac system is designed to create a carefree backyard paradise — enhancing the overall pool and spa experience by delivering performance and reliability through technology.

ZODIAC POOL AND SPA PRODUCTS

- Pumps
- Filters
- Heaters
- Heat Pumps
- Controls
- Water Purification
- Valves
- Water Features
- Lighting
- In-Floor
- Water Leveling
- Pool Covers
- Cleaners
- Accessories
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